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veteran designer kai kristiansen is experiencing a late career resurgence at 87,  

with two furniture companies reviving pieces from the mid-20th century. 

nothing  
like a dane

en years ago Danish furniture 
designer Kai Kristiansen and 
his wife moved out of their large 
family home in rural Jutland 
into a new apartment about one-
fifth the size. He’d designed and 
built the airy open-plan house in 
the late 1970s, filling it with his 
furniture as well as some loved 
pieces by celebrated friends 
such as Verner Panton. Their 
new home was so much smaller, 
they gave away or sold most of 
their furniture and he burnt the 

bulk of his drawings and papers. 
Having worked for 52 years, Kristiansen was ready to 

retire, take a pension and enjoy a new life with his wife 
in the village where they’d started their married life. But 
it wasn’t to be. His wife developed dementia and, as he 
says, he lost her several years before she died. 

Seeing him now in the apartment he has turned into 
a working studio, it’s hard to imagine he ever thought he 
would put down his pencils and rulers let alone rest his 
fertile mind. A large work table commands a prime 
corner under the windows, the walls are papered with 
his meticulous drawings and there are prototypes 
everywhere, including some secret ones he doesn’t want 
photographed. He’s playing around with a stacking 
cube first conceived 30 years ago as well as rethinking 
some of his best-known pieces such as the pointy-armed 
Z or #42 chair he designed in 1956.

When we meet, Kristiansen has just returned from a 
trip to Australia where he launched a collection of 
dressers for Great Dane Furniture, and he’s packing for 
a trip to Japan the next week to visit the Miyazaki Chair 
Factory for a workshop with craftsmen who are making 
or developing some of his chairs. 

It would be a hectic schedule for someone half his 
age, but the octogenarian is unfazed if a little bemused 
about his burgeoning second career. He has worked 

since 1955, he says, but most of the time his trajectory 
was a flat line. Now it’s taken off, he says, drawing 
emphatically in the air. 

What’s it like to be hot at 87? “I feel it’s rather late,” 
he says in the wry and precise English he learned while 
studying furniture design at the Royal Danish Academy 
of Fine Arts in Copenhagen in the early 1950s.

In Australian parlance, Kristiansen is a national 
treasure – one of only two surviving students of the 
forefather of Danish Modern, Kaare Klint. The visionary 
architect and designer was the first professor in the art of 
furniture making at the academy and he taught and 
influenced a generation of young designers, paving the 
way for the likes of Arne Jacobsen, Hans J Wegner and 
Poul Kjærholm.  

Klint believed furniture should be simple and 
functional with standard measurements. He continued 
the Danish tradition of cabinetmaking rather than adopt 
the industrial aesthetics of the European modernists. 
He left a body of work spanning furniture and 
architecture and, more significantly, a set of founding 
principles that are embodied in the best of Danish 
design today.

By the time Kristiansen came to the academy in 
1950, Klint was busy with his own practice and in ill 
health. He died in 1954. But he made a lasting impression 
on the young cabinetmaker from Aarhus. 

“Kai is very fond of mathematics principles and uses 
that in some of his works,” says Nicolai de Gier, who 
heads the latter-day version of Klint’s furniture design 
program at the Royal Academy. “He told me that this 
was the best gift he got from Klint.”

That maths brain was put to good use when 
Kristiansen set about reworking a 1959 dresser to create 
the new Entré range for Great Dane Furniture. Among 
the papers he’d thrown out as he moved house were his 
drawings of Entré, so named because it suited a hallway. 
“He told me he just threw them on the fire,” says Great 
Dane founder Anton Assaad – “it was really sad.”

Assaad owned a vintage piece, which he had 
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delivered to Kristiansen’s apartment. Kristiansen used 
that to redraw the series, which consists of multiple 
iterations of one chest of drawers. 

“He is really maths-driven, so once he had the 
original one, he could just roll it out,” says Assaad. They 
then spent a few years fine-tuning the design and finding 
a cabinetmaker with whom they were both satisfied. As 
it turned out, the cabinetmaker’s Aarhus factory is close 
to where Kristiansen lives and he drives over once a 
week to tinker. He’s excited that modern machinery and 
techniques could make this series much better than its 
predecessor. “Now it has a new life. It is amazing, really 
– the technology is much better today so it gives me 
many more possibilities,” says Kristiansen.

One consequence of this late burst of creative 
energy is that Kristiansen has had to buy back many 
examples of the pieces he had turfed out when he 
moved. He modifies them as he works on new 
prototypes. For example, he had a dining chair 
spraypainted matt black and attached a metal plate to 
the seat, adjusting it to work out the best height and 
angle for it to be used as a desk chair. 

The first time Assaad visited Kristiansen at home 
about six years ago he’d lined up all his chairs to show 
him. On that first visit Kristiansen told an ancient tale of 
rivalry which Assaad recalls vividly. “We went to lunch 
and I could tell Kai was itching to tell me something,” 
says Assaad. What Kristiansen told him was that when 
he was still a student, the furniture maker Fritz Hansen 
wanted to put one of his chairs into production. But 
Arne Jacobsen, already a dominant figure and Fritz 
Hansen’s big name, vetoed it, threatening to walk if the 
“kid’s chair” was made. 

“Kai said, ‘I’m alive, he’s dead, and my chair’s in 

W
hen Kristiansen set himself up in business 
in the mid-1950s Danish Modern was 
taking off – thanks in no small part to 
Americans becoming fans of its clean 

lines and superb craftsmanship. His FM shelving system 
went into production almost immediately. “It gave me a 
good income in the beginning,” he says. 

In 1956 the furniture maker Magnus Olesen showed 
his #121 or Paper Knife armchairs and sofa at the annual 
Cabinetmakers exhibition in Copenhagen that put new 
designers on the map. With its sloping arms and slender 
lines, Kristiansen’s lounge furniture won instant critical 
acclaim and was such a breakthrough it set up Magnus 
Olesen for the next 10 years. Thence came the 42 and 
other pieces, which didn’t reach the same heights, but 
he had a steady income and no shortage of work 
including for IKEA, during the lean years when Danish 
Modern had fallen out of favour. 

It was Masahiro Miyazaki, president of the Miyazaki 
Chair Factory in Tokushima, in Japan, who kickstarted 
Kristiansen’s second career by making a new version of 
his Paper Knife sofa. “The relationship between Kai-san 
and us is perfect because we both share the spirit of 
creating much better products than existing ones,” says 
Miyazaki, whose philosophy is based around producing 
“chairs nobody else can make”. Since first connecting 
with Miyazaki in 2008, Kristiansen has regularly visited 
Tokushima for workshops with its craftsmen. 

Miyazaki Chair Factory showed two Kristiansen 
pieces at Salone del Mobile in Milan this week. One of 
those, the #4110, is a simple dining chair with a 
contoured wooden back and curved seat designed to 
“gently receive the body”. It’s a version of the chair 
Kristiansen says Jacobsen vetoed 70 years before. W

“the relationship is perfect 
because we both share the 

spirit of creating much better 
products than existing ones.”

production.’ It was like he had been holding it in for  
50 years,” says Assaad, showing an obvious affection  
for the designer, whose pieces he knew long before  
he knew the man. 

“That #42 is one of the most iconic chairs of the 20th 
century. He’s one of only two still living students with a 
straight link back to Klint.” (Ninety-year-old Arne 
Karlsen is the other.) And not just to Klint. Kristiansen 
knew many of the greats and is full of stories of the 50s 
and 60s heydays. He was especially close to Panton, the 
extrovert pop artist and designer, and they would tear up 
the town when attending trade shows. “He was a very 
good friend and we spent a lot of time together and met 
at furniture fairs all around the world,” says Kristiansen. 
After one long night in Paris they raced a car around the 
Eiffel Tower to see who could do the fastest circuit. 

Kristiansen has one of Panton’s original VP Globes 
from 1969, a large pendant light made of transparent 
acrylic with five reflectors. It was made from a tool that 
was spoiled, so it’s one of only a handful ever produced. 


